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INVESTMENT INSIGHTS: FINDING THE RIGHT INVESTMENT FUND FOR YOU IS LIKE LOOKING FOR YOUR "PERFECT" LIFETIME 

PARTNER  

Choosing between alternative investment products is rather strikingly easy and you need not think about complicated 

mathematical models or statistical formulas to select which investment fund is right for you.  Of course, at the most basic level, 

one must know thyself and his/her investment personality.  But even if you are just a novice investor or a seasoned one with 

vast investment knowledge and experience, the simple rule that you need to follow when choosing the right investment, after 

knowing your risk profile is pretty much similar to the rule when searching for a lifetime companion. Do not always go for the 

prettiest or most handsome.  In investing, do not always look at absolute returns.  

Suppose you have the following Investment Options, 

     Reward-Risk Ratio            Average Returns   
a) Investment Fund A                           4                                          5%               
b) Investment Fund B                           3                       6% 
c) Investment Fund C              2                                   7%  
 

Which one do you choose? There are two columns that provide you information. If you are an investor who looks at returns 

alone and gets completely blinded by them, you would probably focus on the average returns column and choose Investment 

Fund C.  However, hopefully after reading this article, you will also pay attention to the reward-risk ratio column and consider 

Investment Funds A and B.   

Why?  

This is because looking at average returns only tells you HALF THE STORY.  Investment funds might seem to be created equal 

within their own particular asset class, but in reality, they are not.  Some banks might deem it as their strategy to design and 

create their funds in a particular way.  Between investment funds across all asset classes, whether Money Market, Bond, 

Balanced, or Equity funds, one property is common and comparable - the sharpe or information ratio.  

A high sharpe or information ratio tells you the efficiency of a fund in obtaining or generating a particular level of return, say 7% 

for Investment Fund C, in the example above.  A high ratio basically means a fund can achieve higher returns more efficiently 

compared to a fund with a low ratio by taking on additional risk.  Back to our example, to generate a certain return rate say, 5% 

and 6%, Investment Funds A and B took on far less risk than did Investment Fund C. This is good because having a high sharpe 

or information ratio will allow you to deliver a consistent and predictable rate of return, year-on-year, over a comparable fund, 

all things being equal. Since Fund C has a low sharpe or information ratio, there is a good chance that Fund C will not hit a 7% 

return over it's benchmark again next year and the year after that and so on.   Funds A and B, on the other hand, will have a 

very good chance of beating their respective benchmarks again in the succeeding years. Investment Funds A and B are what we 

call RISK EFFICIENT funds. The amount of risk needed to generate the return rates for all three funds is the least for Investment 

Fund A and the highest for Investment Fund C. Hence, Investment Fund A is deemed to have superior risk-adjusted returns.  

For BPI Investment Funds, data on sharpe and information ratios are indicated in the monthly Fund Performance Reports (FPR) 

of each investment fund.  The reports are made available to the investing public through our website 

www.bpiassetmanagement.com, where investors can view and download our FPRs.    Consistent with BPI's prudent 

investment philosophy and sound risk management system, BPI Investment Funds have consistently provided its investors 

above par risk-adjusted returns. 

Remember, choosing an investment fund is just like selecting a lifetime partner.  Do not always choose the one with the most 

beautiful face, as they can leave you as soon as they find someone new.  Go for the one who will consistently be loyal to you 

instead.    In investing, do not focus on absolute returns alone.  Look at the investment that can generate returns more 

efficiently and with more consistency. 

  


